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Our Mission: We provide Christ-centered care and support to children and families in need.
Presbyterian Children’s Homes and Services has adopted “Trust-Based Relational Intervention” (TBRI®), developed
by Texas Christian University’s Institute of Child Development, as its primary tool to help children who have
experienced trauma. The three main tenets of TBRI® are:
(1) paying attention to the physical needs of the child (allowing them to feel safe)
(2) promoting deep emotional healing (allowing them to make connections with others)
(3) teaching them self-management and coping skills (allowing them to correct their own behavior).
In 2013, PCHAS began integrating TBRI® into its programs and has witnessed significant improvement with clients.

Melinda, Mary and Martha Benefit from PCHAS and TBRI®
Twin four-year-old girls, Melinda and Mary, were born addicted
to drugs, leaving them with learning and behavioral challenges.
The girls were very aggressive to each other, and required
constant supervision by their mother, Martha, who had adopted
them when they were three years old. The girls had difficulty
listening and following instructions, were hyperactive and
constantly ran around in the house causing chaos. Martha was
very frustrated and discouraged, and was relieved when Sandra,
a Presbyterian Children’s Homes and Services’ (PCHAS) Child and
Family Specialist, began working with the family.

girls for several months, they now listen and obey when told to
use their “walking feet.”
The home is much calmer since Sandra began working with the
family, and Martha does not feel as overwhelmed as she did
in the beginning. She is more patient with the girls; when they
misbehave, instead of punishment, she allows them a “re-do,”
a chance to correct their behavior. This also reinforces what
they’ve learned. Martha also learned to praise the girls when
they complete even the smallest tasks. She gives them a lot of
hugs and high fives, which not only builds the girls’ self-esteem,
but also strengthens the connection between Martha and her
daughters.

Martha received TBRI® parenting training from Sandra, who
began with simple tasks like teaching the girls to use their
“walking feet” in the house, as opposed to their “running feet.”
Sandra also worked on “listen-and-obey” exercises with Martha
and the girls. She gave short commands, asking the girls to
repeat what they had heard and helped them to complete the
request. This was a huge challenge, but after working with the

1.800.888.1904

Daily life with the girls is exhausting, to be sure; but the girls are
healing, and Martha feels more confident in her TBRI® skills every
day. There is significant improvement, and the entire family is
more connected, calmer, and much happier.
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